**GRS Internship Summary**
Each year, Grassroot Soccer selects a small group of recent college graduates and young adults to serve as unpaid, volunteer interns in Africa. Interns fill crucial roles and assist in the successful delivery of Grassroot Soccer’s programs in numerous sites across southern Africa. Interns gain valuable work experience in fields such as international health and education, HIV/AIDS prevention, and youth development through sports. Most importantly, interns develop meaningful, long-term relationships with team and community members to help build capacity, local ownership, and ultimately sustainability.

To apply and find out more, head to: [http://www.grassrootsoccer.org/what-you-can-do/intern/](http://www.grassrootsoccer.org/what-you-can-do/intern/)
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*Educate. Inspire. Mobilize. Stop the spread of HIV.*
Grassroot Soccer (GRS) is offering one-year internships (Aug. 2015-July 2016) in Southern Africa for college graduates. Through extensive hands-on experience with this innovative sports for development health organization, interns will gain valuable knowledge and leadership experience to help prepare them for a variety of careers including global health, business, education and medicine.

GRS integrates the cross-cultural appeal of soccer with evidence-based HIV prevention programs to arm African youth with the knowledge, skills and support to live HIV free. More than 1.2 million youth in 46 countries have participated in GRS programs.

**JOB ROLES**

GRS has internships in several areas, including:

- Business Development
- Coach Development
- Marketing & Communications
- Monitoring & Evaluation
- Operations & People Development
- Partnerships
- Programs
- Strategic Operations & Outreach

**YOUR QUALIFICATIONS**

We’re looking for someone with:

- Excellent written and verbal communications skills
- Excellent computer skills
- Enthusiasm for global health, education and/or youth development through sport
- Practical leadership experience

**THE DETAILS**

For full details, and to access an application, go to: [www.grassrootsoccer.org/whatyoucando/internprogram](http://www.grassrootsoccer.org/whatyoucando/internprogram) or email david@grassrootsoccer.org

Applications are considered and acted upon on a rolling basis.

Since 2005 over 180 interns have spent a life-changing year in Africa and are eager to share their stories and reflections with candidates. **Let us connect them with you today!**